Abstract-In this work, we assume that a heterogeneous urban area is partitioned into multiple homogeneous regions. The proposed approach creates an overlay graph which is used by the reservation architecture to control the traffic flow within each region. In this framework, a vehicle is allowed to enter a region only if it is anticipated that the region will not exceed its critical capacity during the timeinterval that the vehicle will require to traverse an urban region. When a vehicle is about to start its journey, it informs a road side unit (RSU) about its origin and destination. Then the RSU responds with the starting time and the path to be followed by the vehicle. The given starting time manages each region's inflow while the given path avoids regions that are expected to be at capacity when the vehicle is expected to traverse the particular region. In this paper, the route-reservation problem is formulated and heuristic solutions are proposed to solve it in an online fashion. Finally, micro-simulations across an area of San Francisco are conducted to demonstrate the gains of the proposed approach.
I. Introduction
Traffic congestion constitutes a main cause of a variety of socio-economic problems in modern cities. The major cause of congestion is the lack of efficient traffic management to support the changing demand that affects the network's state. Even if real-time network-state information is given to the drivers, traffic congestion would still persist since all rational drivers will opt to follow the noncongested road segments producing an oscillating effect between congested and under-utilized segments [1] .
Traffic congestion within an urban area can be reduced by curbing the number of vehicles concurrently using the road infrastructure. Several approaches have been proposed to alleviate the problem. The majority of them propose fully connected systems that utilize very detailed link-level information. The associated capital and operational cost of such solutions is quite high limiting their applicability and thus recent studies have focused on aggregated traffic control methodologies. A recent approach by the authors for traffic congestion alleviation utilizes a route-reservation architecture to anticipate the future state estimates [2] [3] . According to this architecture, vehicles are assigned to traverse the network only through non-congested paths. Specifically, a vehicle informs a road side unit (RSU) about its origin and destination pair and its expected starting time. The RSU responds with the best possible path, that the vehicle should follow such that it will avoid road segments that are expected to be at their maximum capacity. In solving this problem the earliest arrival time at the destination can be achieved while network utilization remains within the congestion-free regime. Under this scheme, each vehicle have a detailed reservation plan along the exact path that it should follow from its origin to the destination. Despite the grade improvements achieved this approach has two possible drawbacks. First, it requires a large amount of information to be stored which makes it difficult to scale. Second, vehicle movement is affected by the movement of other vehicles which introduces randomness meaning that a vehicle may not be able to follow exactly the plan assigned by the RSU. To resolve these problems, in this work we propose an aggregation scheme where, as urban area is partitioned into a number of homogeneous ( e.g., [4] and [5] ) regions, then an overlay graph is constructed to aggregate all road segments that are in each region. Subsequently, the RSU computes a "high-level" path and instructs the vehicle to navigate through specific regions while allowing the vehicle to freely navigate within each region. The provided path avoids regions that are at their capacity and the RSU may also instruct the vehicle to delay its departure until a region is cleared. The main contributions of this work are the following: 1) Development of the aggregated route-reservation architecture which is more scalable compared with the original route reservation architecture. 2) Formulate and heuristically solve the Earliest Arrival Time to Destination (EATD) problem using the route reservations on the overlay graph. 3) Investigate a load balancing scheme to balance the traffic demand between each region's boundary nodes. 4) Demonstrate an effective demand management scheme where vehicles are delayed at their origins avoiding the formation of congested conditions. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the relevant literature and Section III introduces the system model of the proposed reservation architecture. Section IV mathematically describes the proposed reservation scheme and formulates the Earliest Arrival Time at Destination (EATD) problem over the overlay graph. Section V presents an algorithm for solving the EATD problem and a variation that aims to balance the utilization of the boundary nodes. Simulation results are included in Section VI that demonstrate the potential benefits that can be achieved from applying the proposed approach. Finally, the paper concludes with Section VII.
II. Related Work Gating and Perimeter Control methods constitute the state-of-the-art solutions for congestion mitigation. Both approaches, implement boundary flow control mechanisms (e.g., street closures, pricing, traffic flow metering, traffic light signaling) to restrict the input flow around a particular homogeneous region or over a protected area. Gating methods utilize the Network Fundamental Diagram (NFD) (extracted from real-time measurements) to restrict the external flows in a region if the region's critical density has been reached [6] , [7] . In a similar way, perimeter control partitions an urban area into multiple inter-connected homogeneous regions and allow vehicles to enter into a region only if its critical density has not been reached [8] . Utilizing the NFD dynamics within homogeneous regions increases the modeling accuracy and ensures a relatively low implementation overhead since it does not require extensive traffic information (e.g., the per-link densities, speeds and flows) [9] , [8] . However, the use of gating and perimeter control approaches may not always be beneficial for the overall network [10] . If gated links do not have sufficient space for queuing, queues due to gating may obstruct the upstream network destinations and the benefits will be reduced as the queue length cannot be efficiently estimated.
Similarly to the aforementioned approaches, in this work we also consider multiple homogeneous regions to regulate the input flows of each partition with only utilizing the route-reservations architecture. Traffic demand is restricted below each region's critical capacity where a vehicle is allowed to traverse a region only when the region's accumulated density is below the critical one e.g., as defined by the region's NFD. Otherwise, the vehicle is instructed to either late depart, or to follow a different path avoiding to traverse regions that are at their capacity. The major advantage of the proposed route-reservation architecture, over the previous works, is that the route reservations provide good estimates of the future states of the network forcing vehicles to avoid congested regions. Furthermore, spill-backs and the formation of queues at the boundaries of neighboring regions are avoided with both endogenous and exogenous traffic demands effectively controlled.
Other efforts investigated how departure time choices based on dynamic system-optimal traffic-assignment methods can affect the network operations and alleviate congestion. Similarly, [11] shows an aggregated and approximate dynamic traffic assignment model, for establishing regional routing by incorporating the NFD dynamics to establish stochastic user equilibrium conditions. Moreover [12] describes novel routing strategies that distribute the traffic load across a larger network area to improve the overall travel times. According to [12] , [13] , [14] utilizing the NFD concept the traffic dynamics of an urban region can be realized into identifying the optimal split rates for the route guidance techniques aiming at reducing the congestion level of the particular area, balancing the load and to minimize the overall travel times.
Future predictions have also been employed in [15] to minimize traveler times either in an on-line or offline manner using static or stochastic prediction models. However, none of the aforementioned solutions are applied within congested traffic conditions (as indicated in [16] ) where high unpredictability is caused, mainly due to driver behavior [17] . By ensuring that traffic flows never enter in the congested regime unpredictability can be avoided and accurate travel plans can be made.
III. System Architecture
An overview of the proposed architecture is presented in Figure 1 . Schematic (a) illustrates an heterogeneous urban area that consisted of 3 homogeneous regions (each region is separated with the colored ellipsoid) whereas, each identified region has a number of boundary nodes shared by adjacent regions(in this work region clustering is given based on [9] ). In the sequel, schematic (b) depicts the overlay graph formed by connecting all boundary nodes of the same region together. In the example depicted in schematic (b) each boundary node is represented by junctions (A, ..., H) with the coloring denoting the regions that each one is a member of. For instance, junction D is shared among three neighboring regions (region 1, 2 and 3). Note that, the overlay graph consists solely of boundary nodes that are shared between at least two neighboring regions.
In the overlay graph (which can be created off-line), each boundary node is connected to the other boundary nodes of the same region whenever a physical path exists between them. For each of these links, the traveling time cost is set to be the time required to traverse the shortest path in the underlying road network considering freeflow conditions. Doing so, enables accurate travel-time estimates to be made on the expected time necessary to traverse a region from one boundary node to another.
When a vehicle is about to start its journey, it sends a request to the RSU with its (O − D) pair and its preferred starting time. The RSU responds with the actual starting time and the sequence of way-points that consist of the boundary nodes that the vehicle should follow along its journey. In same time RSU reserves the overlay links at the time that are expected to be traversed, keeping an estimate of the number of vehicles that are expected to traverse each region at each time slot. The RSU decisions have as primary objective to minimize the vehicle's arrival time to its destination while ensures that all regions always remain below their critical capacity. Between way-points, a vehicle is free to follow any desired route to reach the next boundary node or its destination.
If during a time-slot an overlay link (which connects two boundary nodes) reaches its critical density, then it becomes non-admissible and hence the RSU refrains from using it in its route-reservation algorithm until the region is cleared. Additionally, the RSU may impose a waiting period at the origin if the arrival time at the destination will be minimized or when no feasible path exists (as required regions exceed their critical density).
IV. Problem Formulation Consider a network partitioned in R = {1, . . . , R} regions. Each region exhibits specific NFD characteristics that determine ρ C r , ρ r J , λ r , and u C r , representing the critical density (corresponding to the maximum flow), the jam density, the total region length and the speedat-capacity. Let parameter N r (t) denote a region's accumulated number of vehicles at time-slot t.
Denote the overlay graph G = (B, E) where B, is the set of boundary nodes and E the set of all overlay links between boundary nodes of each region. Also when vehicle h requests to determine its path, the "temporary" graph is formed G h = (B h , E h ) where B h = B {O, D}, i.e., it includes the boundary nodes together with the origin and destination nodes of vehicle h and E h includes all links of E plus the links that connect the {O, D} nodes to B.
The traffic dynamics for a region r ∈ R are characterized by the region's jam density ρ J r and the region's critical capacity ρ C r while each link (i, j) ∈ E which is within region r characterized by the link's jam density ρ
whereas, the parameter ρ ij (t) denotes the instantaneous density of link (i, j) at time-slot t and the parameter ρ C ij denotes the maximum allowable density that link (i, j) is expected to accommodate in order to operate at the region's speedat-capacity, u C r , i.e., ρ ij (t) ≤ ρ C ij . The traversal time for each link in the overlay graph is denoted by the parameterc ij i.e.,c ij = λ ij /u C r /T , where z , is the nearest integer to z and T is the sampling interval. Since all regions are assumed to operate at the free-flow regime we assume that the vehicle speed within a region is constant and equal to u C r .
As described above, the RSU keeps track of the cumulative number of arrivals and departures for each region up to time-slot t, with parameters a r (t) and l r (t), respectively. The actual number of reservations within each region is then N r (t) = a r (t) − l r (t). Similarly, the RSU keeps track of the accumulated number of vehicles across each link of the overlay graph, n ij (t) = a ij (t) − l ij (t) for time-slot t. The accumulated number of vehicles that pass through a specific boundary node can be computed by:
Notably, the parameters N r (t) and n ij (t) are used to track the admissibility of each region and each link in the overlay graph respectively. A road segment (i, j) is considered as admissible at time-slot t if the number of reservations at time-slot t is not larger than the number of vehicles corresponding to the link's critical density, i.e.
Formally, the admissibility of road segment (i, j) at time-slot t is denoted by parameter x ij (t) given as x ij (t) = 1 if a a link is admissible, and x ij (t) = 0 otherwise. That is:
where the quantity n ij (τ )/λ ij and N r (τ )/λ r denotes the estimated densities of link (i, j) and region r at time τ according to the reservations estimates, respectively. Let t 0 and d i denote the vehicle request time and the vehicle arrival time at node i of link (i, j), respectively. Considering the above notation, the traversing cost c ij (t) can be expressed as follows:
where, w denotes the number of time-slots that a vehicle may wait at the originating junction O. The resulting route-reservation problem that arises requires the computation of a path using only admissible links and regions (of the overlay network), with waiting allowed at the originating node if deemed beneficial. In this computation two alternative options arise when the shortest path from origin to destination includes nonadmissible links. The first forces vehicles to wait at their origin until links become admissible. The second chooses an alternative route (instead of the shortest-time path) consisting of admissible links. Note that in some cases a combination of the two options may yield a better solution (i.e., wait for a certain time at the origin and then take an alternative path).
A. Earliest Arrival Time to Destination (EATD)
The Earliest Arrival Time at Destination (EATD) problem, aims to schedule vehicles across congestion-free regions while minimizing the expected arrival time to the destination. Given the overlay graph G and the origindestination (O − D) pair, the vehicle scheduling request time t 0 and the reservation states x ij (t), (i, j) ∈ E, ∀t ≥ t 0 , then the EATD problem determines the path that would allow the vehicle to arrive at its destination at the earliest possible time avoiding non-admissible links (note that this is an NP-complete problem [3] ). Let p k denote the k-th overlay path from source O to destination D denoted as denote the waiting time at the origin junction and the earliest arrival time at boundary node j, respectively. Then, the earliest arrival time to each node of the path can be expressed as: d
In compact form, the EATD problem can be expressed as follows:
s.t. Constraints (3) − (4) are satisfied Notably, constraints Eq. (3)- (4) indicates that EADT problem is a time-dependent problem as the traversing cost of each road segment depends on the time that a vehicle arrive at this particular segment.
V. Earliest Arrival Time to Destination (EATD) solution
A heuristic solution to the EAT D problem is derived through the Reservation-Based Routing Algorithm (RBRA) first introduced in [3] that routes vehicles through non-congested road segments and allows waiting at the origin. The RBRA algorithm can also be used with the overlay network to again determine the solution to EAT D. However, when the routing is done based solely on the overlay network, it is possible two links of the overlay network, though they appear disjoint (they start from the same boundary node (node x) and connect two different boundary nodes (nodes y and z)), to share one or more road segments of the actual network. Reason of this is that, the road segments of the actual network may be part of shortest paths (form x to y and from x to z). Under such scenarios, the reservation scheme may allow the number of vehicles in the actual road segments to exceed critical density which may cause congestion phenomena to appear. To limit the probability of this happening, we also employ a balancing scheme that tries to also balance the traffic between the boundary nodes. This approach is referred to as Boundary nOde Load Balancing (BOLB). In this way, a possible solution of BOLB algorithm may lead the vehicle to follow a slightly longer path in order to distribute traffic more evenly across the network (social optimum).
A. Reservation-Based Routing Algorithm (RBRA)
The RBRA solves the EATD problem in two loops, the inner and outer loop. The inner loop is responsible to identify the path that will enable each vehicle to arrive at its destination at the earliest time, assuming that a vehicle is allowed to wait at any intermediate node until a link's state changes from non-admissible to admissible (see Equation (2)). The RBRA initialization is identical to that of Dijkstra's algorithm, where the traversing cost of each link is dynamically calculated from every labeled junction to its neighbors. In the case that a link is non-admissible, then a vehicle is assumed to wait at node i of link (i, j), until its admissibility state changes. The minimum number of time-slots that may be required, denoted by variable w ij (t), can be calculated based on both the reservation status of the concerned link (i, j) and the earliest-arrival-time at junction i (i.e., d * i ). Hence, each link traversal time is calculated using the constant travel time cost and the estimated waiting time duration if required (i.e., c ij (d * i ) =c ij + w ij (t)). Hence, on every iteration the algorithm identifies the new labeled junction which is set to be the one that has the minimum earliest-arrival-time (d * i ) (label-setting property). Finally, the inner loop returns to the outer loop the identified path and the minimum time (w min = min(w ij (t))) that the vehicle needs to wait at an intermediate junctions or 0 if it does not need to wait at any intermediate node. In the outer loop, if w min > 0, then the minimum waiting across all intermediate nodes is transferred at the origin and the vehicle's starting time is updated accordingly (i.e., t 0 = t 0 + w min ) and the problem is resolved, or if w min = 0 the algorithm terminates.
B. BOLB Algorithm
BOLB employs RBRA to compute the earliest-arrivaltime path while trying to balance the utilization observed at each boundary node. To do so, the link cost includes both the travel time cost and the node utilization cost. Doing so, each link's traversal cost (3) is modified to also account the node's utilization as follows:
where h i (t) is given by (1) . The normalized utilization expressed by the second term in the latter cost function guides reservations through boundary nodes that are not highly utilized, effectively increasing each boundary node utilization. Both RBRA and BOLB have a complexity in the order of O(M E 2 V ), where M < ∞ denotes the number of iterations that the outer loop of both algorithms requires to converge. Note that both algorithms identify the starting time (demand management) and the boundary nodes that vehicles should follow but not the exact road segments to traverse (as it was done on [3] ), as they are free to follow their desired paths, passing through the given boundary nodes.
VI. Simulation Results
The road network under consideration is a 2.5 square miles non-signalized area of Downtown San Francisco, as illustrated in Figure 2 (a) . A similar area has been used in [9] which also provides a detailed breakdown of the homogeneous regions that exist. Specifically, the selected area consists of 143 road junctions and 319 single-lane road segments with lengths varying from 100 m to 400 m. The SUMO micro-simulator [18] has been used to create traffic across this area, considering the Krauss' carfollowing model with model parameters set as follows: vehicle length of 5 m, maximum speed 15 m/s, acceleration 2.5 m/s 2 , deceleration 4.5 m/s 2 , driver imperfection 5%, driver reaction time 0.5 s, and minimum gap distance 2.5 m. The simulation time step was set to 0.1 s, while the discretization of the algorithm's time-slots was set equal to T = 1 s. For the application of the proposed route-reservation scheme, the area is partitioned into three homogeneous regions (R = 3) (separated with different colors as depicted in Figure 2 (a) ).
To derive and use the NFD of each region, simulations were performed for the uncontrolled scenario (US) (i.e., where vehicles follow their desired shortest paths without any waiting or re-routing). To do so, a 4 hours scenario was simulated within which the input flow was initially set to 4000 veh/h and incrementally increased by 2500 veh/h for the next three hours considering measurements every 5 minutes. Also, for the results presented hereafter, ten Monte Carlo simulations were conducted where vehicles arrive according to a Poisson Figure 2 (c) depicts the resulting NFD when the BOLB algorithm is employed demonstrating the absence of the congested regime. This is achieved as BOLB algorithm restricts the number of vehicles allowed to simultaneously traverse the network.
In the results that follow we emphasize that, even though that route reservations are computed solely based on information from previous reservations made, the result presented here reflect the actual paths of the vehicles which may be different from what the reservation approach has predicted due to the randomness and other uncertainties involved. Finally, similarly as before 10 Monte Carlo simulations were contacted with random O −D pairs across the whole area with flow rates varying between 2000 − 10000 veh/h over a period of 2 hours. Figure 3 (b) illustrate the average number of vehicles that managed to complete their journey within the simulation time while, the scattered plots represent the realizations obtained by each simulation run. Figure 3 (a) and (b) depict the network performance according to different flow rates. As demonstrated, in low flow rates (ranging from (2000 veh/h − 7000 veh/h), no congestion is observed and both approaches behave similar to US. At higher flow rates congestion begins to form, demonstrating the superior performance of BOLB as it greatly outperforms RBRA and US by managing to maintain smaller travel times, that are also mostly unaffected by the increasing demand. It is also important to note that, at high flow rates RBRA behaves somewhat unpredictably due to over-utilization of some boundaries nodes that may produced spill-backs and queues at the perimeter of neighboring regions. Figure 3 (c) illustrate the variance of all boundary nodes and the evolution of utilization of each boundary node for both RBRA and BOLB as a function of consecutive vehicle requests. Figure 3 (c) depicts the variance of utilization between all boundary nodes demonstrating that BOLB manages to maintain a significantly lower variance compared to RBRA. The increased variance of RBRA is due to the fact that particular boundary nodes may reside in locations that intersect a higher number of regions increasing their attractiveness.
As indicated above the demand management is performed by restricting the allowed number of vehicles that simultaneously traverse each region below region's critical density, which result in the overall network efficiency improvement. However, with an increase of traffic demand the waiting time at the origin increases as well with this behavior can be observed in Figure 4 which shows the waiting-time that vehicles require to wait before departing for their journeys for different flow rates (increasing demand). Figure 4 shows that as flow rate increases vehicles prefer to wait at their origin until an admissible path becomes feasible for both algorithms. This behavior is desirable since in high-demand scenarios, significant waiting needs to be incurred to maintain high network flows and speeds. Even so, for both algorithms the average waiting is within acceptable levels (10 minutes). For instance, in case of BOLB algorithm the average waiting time in the highest flow rate scenario of 1000 veh/s, the average waiting time is below 6 minutes. Finally, considering the average waiting interval of all flow rates the total travel time (travel time plus the average waiting time) of BOLB algorithm surpass the performance of the both RBRA and US approaches.
VII. Conclusions
This work proposes a novel route-reservation scheme for multi-region urban transportation networks. The aim of the proposed scheme is to alleviate traffic congestion by restricting traffic demand across each region and ensuring free-flow traveling conditions. The key advantage of this scheme is that the resulting algorithm that utilizes an overlay graph to control the traffic ensures effective, scalable and congestion free routing solutions in largescale multi-region networks.
